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Setting the scene

Günter Waibel, California Digital Library

Dave Hansen, Authors Alliance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our Webinar today has been organized by the University of California and the non-profit Author’s Alliance, and it takes its departure from the 2022 OSTP Nelson memo asking federal agencies to create public access plans, including deposit of articles based on federally funded research in an (and here I quote) “agency-designated repositor[y] without any embargo or delay.”Today we’ll zero in on the deposit requirement at the heart of this policy, and illuminate the legal forces at play as grantees publish and deposit their research. Our concern is that authors are at a risk of entering a double bind: in the form of a grant, they may sign a contract with the federal government that commits them to deposit their article; and as they publish the outcome of their funded research, they may be presented with paperwork from their publisher that could interfere with their very ability to meet that grant obligation.We know authors may find themselves in many different situations that afford them with different kinds of protections for their right to deposit. The two most common mitigating circumstances are:An author may be at an institution that has an open access publishing agreement with a given publisher. Typically, as long as a Creative Commons license is applied to the published article, that author retains the right to deposit.An author may be at an institution with an open access policy. Under most Harvard-style rights-granting OA policies, the institution will have retained the author’s right to deposit.Today, we’re testing the hypothesis whether as a community, our institution and library based interventions are sufficient to ensure that all of our authors consistently retain the right to deposit, their ability to meet their grant obligations and be in compliance, and at the end of the day, their opportunity to secure future funding.While we may be facing a sobering reality in terms of how far institutional interventions can take us, we also have a clear pre-existing solution to this potential double bind for authors. Through the federal purpose license, the Office of Management and Budget’s Uniform Guidance for Federal Grants and Agreements creates a legal framework for agency public access plans, and a legal path for deposit for all federally funded authors. This provision functions like a rights granting open access policy for the federal government not unlike university institutional open access policies.



Navigating the legal landscape: 
The Author's journey

Rich Schneider, UC San Francisco



Authors encounter an 
overwhelming 
amount of jargon, 
directives, rules, 
terminology, choices, 
options, and ever-
changing conditions 
when trying to 
publish….

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wordcloud graphic generated by Wordclouds.comResearcher graphic modified from an illustration by Tim Silva



This is all secondary to 
the author’s primary 
concern which is 
producing the best 
manuscript, surviving 
peer review, and 
getting accepted into 
the right journal.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wordcloud graphic generated by Wordclouds.comResearcher graphic modified from an illustration by Tim Silva



Often, the publication 
process is so onerous 
and time-consuming 
that authors cannot 
think about anything 
else beyond getting a 
work accepted.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wordcloud graphic generated by Wordclouds.comResearcher graphic modified from an illustration by Tim Silva



Authors must make many choices and have 
to answer lots of questions on their journey…

❖ Should I post a pre-print of my work before peer-review?

❖ What factors should I weigh when deciding where to publish?

❖ Should I make my article subscription or open access?

❖ What happens when I transfer copyright to the publisher or assign 
a Creative Commons license to my work (and which license??!!)?



Authors must make many choices and have 
to answer lots of questions on their journey…

❖ Do I have “Institutional Policies” with which I must comply?

❖ Do I have “Funder Mandates” with which I must comply?

❖ What happens if multiple funders supported my work and/or my co-authors? 

❖ What does my publisher require me to do?

❖ What if the publisher’s agreement contains language that contradicts what I 
think I am supposed to do at my institution and/or for my funder?

(Hint: most authors don’t even read their publication agreements!)



Authors must make many choices and have 
to answer lots of questions on their journey…

❖ Do I have to deposit my work in an institutional repository, a federal 
repository, or both, and how do I do this?

❖ What am I supposed to do, or can I do, with my Author’s Accepted 
Manuscript (AAM) versus the Version of Record (VOR)?

❖ Does any of this change when I choose an open access or subscription 
journal?

❖ What happens if I fail to comply with the rules and terms set by my 
institution, funder, and/or publisher?



Guidance from my Institution:



Guidance from my Institution: grant a non-exclusive license and deposit my 
article.



Guidance from my Funder: deposit my article…



Guidance from my Funder: deposit my article but negotiate with publisher for rights.



Guidance from my Publisher: grant them all rights exclusively!

B. LICENSE

…the Author and each Co-author hereby grants to the Owner, during the full term of the copyright and
any extensions or renewals, an exclusive license of all rights of copyright in and to the Contribution...and
all rights therein, including but not limited to the right to publish, republish, transmit, sell, distribute,
modify, adapt, and otherwise use the Contribution in whole or in part in electronic and print editions of
the Journal and in derivative works throughout the world, in all languages and in all media of expression
now known or later developed, for commercial purposes, and to license or permit others to do so. In
addition, the Author and each Co-Author hereby grants to the Owner, during the full term of copyright
and any extensions or renewals, the exclusive, worldwide, irrevocable and fully transferable right to use
and exploit the Contribution in any manner, including: the rights to reproduce, to distribute (for example
in any book format or any digital format), to exhibit, and to make available to the public; the recitation
performance, and presentation rights; the broadcasting rights; the rights of communication by video or
audio recordings; the rights of communication of broadcasts and of works made available to the
public….“Contribution” means the article submitted by the Author for publication in the Journal (including
any embedded rich media) and all subsequent versions….If the Contribution was shared as a preprint or
as an accepted manuscript, the Author and each Co-author hereby grant to the Owner exclusivity as to
all rights retained by the Author and by each Co-author in the preprint or the accepted manuscript.



AUTHORS NEED HELP!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Researcher graphic modified from an illustration by Tim Silva



Authors want to do 
the right thing but 
often face mixed, 
confusing, and 
contradictory 
messages….

Thus, authors need:

1. Uniform and mutually aligned guidance from 
institutions, funders, and publishers.

2. Simple, convenient, and integrated systems for 
supporting author compliance with policies.

3. Minimal changes in workflow and fewer 
burdens. Let authors focus on research.

4. Auto-deposit of manuscripts by publishers into 
a common “clearing-house” that funders and 
institutions can harvest for repositories.

5. The unfettered ability to share their work widely 
as well and read and re-use the work of others 
for accelerating research and advancing the 
public good. Publications are data.

6. Clear language that protects authors from 
legal exposure. Federally-funded authors shall 
only grant non-exclusive rights to publishers.



Solutions should be easy and occur within existing author workflows….



Navigating the legal landscape: 
Why institutional interventions and open 
access policies aren’t enough

Katie Fortney, California Digital Library

Katie Zimmerman, MIT Libraries



©

Author rights:
no institutional OA 

policy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Authors are required to agree to a journal’s terms around copyright in order to be published



©

Author rights:
no institutional OA 

policy

?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After agreeing to those terms, an author’s right to share that work elsewhere is often limited. Publisher terms vary widely and may not allow authors to share their work in the locations, or at the time, that the author needs or wants to share it.



OA policy
Author rights:
with OA policy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Institutional OA policies - generally adopted by faculty self-governance - grant a broad license to their institution in all future articles. 



✓

OA policy

©

Author rights:
with OA policy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Authors can then rely on the uniform set of rights held by the institution under that prior license in order to post their work in the institutional repository.These policies represent a tremendous improvement in the options available to faculty who are covered by them, but they have limitations: They are challenging to get adopted because they require education, advocacy, and process by faculty champions.They cover faculty, but generally do not reach other researchers at an institution.The policy can be waived for any particular article, and some publishers require this as a condition of publication.



Potential 
negotiated 
protections in 
publisher contracts

● Agreements that authors will not be asked to 
waive an institutional OA policy (if present)

● Clauses that specifically reserve the rights of 
authors at the institution to deposit their 
work in repositories

● Automatic deposit of articles from publisher 
workflows to institutional repositories

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please note that this slide was not in the original presentation. This slide has been included to ensure full representation of the speaker remarks.Academic libraries have had some success in negotiating with publishers to improve the rights of the authors of their institutions to share their work. They have pursued clauses in their contracts with publishers from a variety of angles, including:Agreements that authors will not be asked to waive an institutional OA policy, where there is one, Clauses that specifically reserve the rights of authors at the institution to deposit their work in repositories, andAutomatic deposit of articles from publisher workflows to institutional repositories.All of these face tremendous resistance from publishers. Not all libraries are staffed or resourced for these kinds of negotiations, and no libraries are particularly well-positioned to walk away from agreements when they can’t achieve terms like those above because they are also balancing their responsibility to their institution to provide access to content. Even when libraries get agreement to improved terms for their own authors, the information that authors see in a publisher’s workflow generally reflect that publisher’s general terms rather than the institution’s negotiated exceptions, resulting in low awareness and conflicting messages for authors. 



A timely opportunity: 
Introducing the Federal Purpose License

Dave Hansen, Authors Alliance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I think we all see a future clearly coming in which federally funded Authors are asked to deposit their articles in a federal repository.If you’ll indulge me with a brief summary of what we’ve covered so far: But as Rich has pointed out, unless there is a clear legal framework, authors are at risk of signing agreements with publishers that give away their rights to deposit their article under a funder mandate. And individual authors have little to no bargaining power on their own to secure changes or exceptions to publishers’ terms, with some limited exceptions, many of which involve of paying a lot of money for article processing charges to publishers. Katie and Katie have talked about how institutional interventions such as OA policies are wonderful, but ultimately insufficient to capture the full range of circumstances in which authors will need to comply with federal OA requirements. These policies also do not fully address the bargaining power imbalance that authors have–which is why you see some of the publisher demands for waivers that Katie and Katie talked about. This brings us to the federal purpose license – what Günter described at the outset as a right’s granting open access policy for the federal government not unlike our institutional open access policiesI’m going to nerd out for a moment and lead you through what is probably (to many of you) a somewhat obscure federal regulation from the Office of Management and Budget (I wonder how many of us even know what OMB does?) that can play a significant role in clarifying the legal situation for public access to federally funded research. I suggest here that Invoking the pre-existing federal purpose license creates a clear legal framework, and is entirely consistent with institutional OA and most copyright/IP policies. So, let’s talk about what this federal license is and how that will work



2 C.F.R. § 200.315(b) (April 3, 2024)
To the extent permitted by law, the recipient or subrecipient may 

copyright any work that is subject to copyright and was developed, 
or for which ownership was acquired, under a Federal award. The 
Federal agency reserves a royalty-free, nonexclusive, and 
irrevocable right to reproduce, publish, or otherwise use the work 
for Federal purposes and to authorize others to do so. 

This includes the right to require recipients and subrecipients to 
make such works available through agency-designated public 
access repositories. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s get this bit out of the way – what exactly is the federal purpose license? For anyone who has ever applied for a federal grant, you know there are rules (lots of them) that federal agencies must follow about virtually every aspect of grant making. Those rules originated from a variety of places–some internal agencies rules and some are government wide-rules. The Office of Management and Budget, through a number of statutes passed by Congress that I won’t detail here so you don’t fall asleep, has authority to issue regulations expenditure of federal funds across a variety of areas, including grant making for research. OMB’s mandate in issuing this guidance is to provide “consistent and efficient use of Federal financial assistance instruments” ; and (ii) provide overall direction and leadership to Federal agencies on policies and requirements related to Federal financial assistance.” Consistency and clarity is one of the themes of this webinar, and conveniently the OMB guidance is referred to as the “Uniform Guidance.” OMB has for a long time included in this guidance that agencies retain a license to copyrighted works in order to accomplish federal purposes. This is consistent with other similar requirements related to funding that results in other types of property acquisition, or other types of intellectual property created under grants such as patents. This text represents the most recent version of this license, updated actually just a few weeks ago after a year+ long period of public comments, as part of a broader revision of federal uniform grant guidelines. 



The Federal Purpose License: An Effective Opportunity

To the extent permitted by law, the recipient or 
subrecipient may copyright any work that is 
subject to copyright and was developed, or for 
which ownership was acquired, under a Federal 
award. The Federal agency reserves a royalty-
free, nonexclusive, and irrevocable right to 
reproduce, publish, or otherwise use the work 
for Federal purposes and to authorize others to 
do so. 

This includes the right to require recipients and 
subrecipients to make such works available 
through agency-designated public access 
repositories. 

● Applies broadly to any work developed or for 
which ownership was acquired under a 
federal award

● Reserves these rights to the agency, 
establishing first-priority license that 
supersedes all other subsequent grants or 
licenses 

● Creates an extremely broad license for reuse;
● Allows for sublicensing for (“authorize others 

to do so”) indicating that broad open license 
under CC licenses is possible

● New! Clarifies that this license allows for 
public access in agency-designated 
repositories

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to propose to you that the federal purpose license is not only a timely solution for accomplishing the ends of the OSTP memo, but that it’s actuallyA highly effective opportunity A non-disruptive opportunity, which is important given the complexities of changing well, anything, related to institutional policies, publishing workflows, etc. If you’ll indulge me, I’d also argue that reliance on the federal purpose license is an elegant solution, in so far as it makes it simple and easy for authors and universities to comply with federal public access requirements. This is actually one of the key features to me, given the complexity and challenges that authors already face when trying to sort out OA publishing options. You shouldn’t have to be a lawyer to figure out when and how you can share your research online, and agencies that use the federal purpose license effectively can avoid that. Use of the federal purpose license is also familiar in that it is consistent with a existing funder and university approaches to OASo, first let’s review what this license is effective for achieving public access (see slide)



The Federal Purpose License: An Non-Disruptive 
Opportunity 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The federal purpose license has been in effect in some form since at least 1976. That’s almost fifty years. This is something that both universities and agencies have had a long time to adapt to in internally, whether that’s internal grant policies from agencies, or university IP policies that address ownership of copyright in works that resulted from sponsored research. Indeed, some federal agencies such as the Department of Energy, are already relying upon the federal purpose license for public access. Based on a 2015 memo, DOE concluded that: “For peer-reviewed accepted manuscripts, DOE’s government license allows DOE to distribute copies of accepted manuscripts to the public. DOE’s government license is reserved ab initio by the terms and conditions of the relevant contract or agreement and takes precedence over a subsequent transfer of copyright by the DOE contractor or financial assistance recipient. Therefore, DOE-funded authors will not be in violation of any copyright by submitting such accepted manuscripts and metadata to” its repository. 



That’s not to say every university does things the same way

Grant terms control Ownership of intellectual property rights is governed by the grant or contract terms agreed 
upon between the sponsor and [the university]. 

University owns rights Intellectual property conceived or developed in the course of or resulting from research 
supported by a grant, cooperative agreement, or contract with a governmental entity or a 
nonprofit entity, or a for-profit commercial entity will be and is owned by [the university].

Grant terms control but only 
if explicit about licensing and 
ownership

The University does not transfer the copyrights in Scholarly & Aesthetic Works that: (a) are . . . 
Sponsored Works, Commissioned Works (as that term is used Section III.A.5 below), or 
Contracted Facilities Works; (b) would put the University in violation of, or conflict with, an 
applicable contract, policy, or law; or (c) were created with Significant University Resources. 
Sponsored Works means works created by or through the University in the direct performance 
of a written agreement between the University and a Sponsor. Sponsored works generally do 
not include journal articles, lectures, books, or other works created through Independent 
Academic Effort and based on the findings or deliverables of the sponsored project, unless the 
relevant agreement with the Sponsor states otherwise.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Late last year I did some research into the question about how exercise of the federal purpose license would square with university IP policies. I ended up looking at policies from the top 100 universities by federal research funding. It’s notable that each university takes a slightly different approach–no one had an identical policy. Some had copyright policies that asserted that authors were the initial owners of copyright. Others asserted that scholarship was actually a work for hire. Some had OA policies as discussed, others had licensed reserved to the university for a broad number of uses. Other policies contained no reservation of rights. But almost all had a few commonalities: All policies provided that in ordinary circumstances, authors would–one way or another–be considered full copyright owners of the works they createAll policies also had exceptions in their policies that, as a condition of employment, researchers agreed that some exceptions would apply when the university was subject to a grant or contractual agreement that required rights for other purposes, such as a federal funder who reserved rights. I note that some of those policies indicated that grant agreements would need to to be specific about the requirement (see the last example on the slide). So, the federal purpose license is in many ways already baked into many university’s internal IP and copyright policies. 



The Federal Purpose License: an Elegant Opportunity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I think we’ve highlighted throughout this event, authors are faced with lots of complications along their publication journey. This is an example, from Sherpa-Romeo (a site that indexes various options for authors to share their work under publishers’ author agreements) for one journal highlighting some of the legal pathways to deposit – pathway A, pathway B, pathway C, pathway D, E, F… etc. It’s a complicated space for authors, and this is just in the context of the publisher agreement; add on top of that university IP policies, open access policies, and potentially, differing requirements from different funders (though we hope that one of the outcomes of this event is a shared understanding that some level of uniformity among funders will alleviate that issue). 



The Federal Purpose License: an Elegant Opportunity

Author writes article

Federal purpose license 
applies upon creation, 
overriding all 
subsequent terms and 
licenses

Author submits article, 
clicks “accept” on 

various ToS

Author signs publishing 
agreement with publisher 

Article is published. A copy is 
immediately made available via 
a designated repository under 

the federal purpose license

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The federal purpose license offers an opportunity to put in place an elegant solution – one that avoids basically all of the downstream complications of the various publishing options by reserving, immediately upon creation a first priority license that will override all subsequent grants of rights. This license has legal priority–per the terms of the copyright act–over any subsequent agreement. Of course there are still pitfalls – authors could accidentally sign agreements to the contrary (though I’d argue that even then, sophisticated publishers who have full knowledge of both funding sources and federal policy should bear accountability for inducing an author to sign a conflicting agreement). Universities could fail, in their own policies, to connect the dots between author ownership of the copyright in the first instance and its grant obligations under a federal award. But these are actually secondary issues that can be resolved with education (both to authors and publishers) and (at the university level) likely small tweaks to university policy. 



A timely opportunity: 
Roundtable

Dave Hansen, Authors Alliance (moderator)

Günter Waibel, California Digital Library

Sandra Enimil, Yale University

Maurice York, Big Ten Academic Alliance



The Federal Purpose License: A Familiar Opportunity

Author publishes 
OA

Any CC license 
allows deposit

Author’s 
institution has 

Open Access policy

Institution’s rights 
allow deposit*

Author’s funder 
has established a 

pre-existing license

Funder’s rights 
allow deposit

No CC license, no 
OA policy, no 
funder license

Author must read or 
negotiate publication 

agreement

No rights, 
with most 
publishers



Günter Waibel

University of California

Are authors publishing OA already? 
Yes. 50% of UC authored articles eligible for 
OA through library support publisher 
agreements. Plus 90 library published OA 
journals.

Does your Institution have an OA 
policy? 

Yes, for academics (2013) and staff (2015).

How concerned are you about your 
authors’ ability to confidently comply 
with a zero embargo deposit 
requirement for federally funded 
research?

Concerned because of the level of 
complexity authors have to navigate.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the face of it, UC authors overall are in fairly decent shape:We have open access agreements with publishers that cover 50% of UC authored publication - so half of our author population has the opportunity to publish OA with library support.And we have open access policies that cover not only our academic authors, but also our staff.As a library publisher, we also host 90 open access journals.In general, as an institution, we’ve been really focused on giving authors the opportunity to make their work openly available on many different pathways and thus retain their rights.At the same time, our interventions are not an autonomous and unassailable good. Publishers still find opportunity to intervene.For instance, we’ve found out that even when our authors publish open access with CC licenses, many publishers utilize license-to-publish agreements that diminish author’s rights. Our Academic Senate, as well as UC’s President and Provost, have all issued statements decrying that practice.I would also not be entirely surprised if those publishers who are unhappy with the OSTP memo now ratchet up their interventions.For instance, they could ask UC authors to waive our institutional OA policy as a condition of publication. Individual authors have little leverage to push back on such a request.Other publishers could also follow the precedent of ACS, which has introduced an Article Development Charge (ADC) in response to the OSTP memo. That means ACS will ask authors who have a funder requirement to deposit to pay $2,500 for that privilege. What you get for that money is the right to deposit, and a paywalled article on the ACS platform.If federal agencies uniformly invoked the federal purpose license, publishers could not sell the right to deposit to authors since the agency has already secured that right for them.



Sandra Aya Enimil 
Yale University

Ivy Plus Libraries 
Confederation

Are authors publishing OA already? 
Yes.

Does your Institution have an OA 
policy? 

No.

How concerned are you about your 
authors’ ability to confidently comply 
with a zero embargo deposit 
requirement for federally funded 
research?

On a scale of 1-5, probably a 3. I think there may 
be some panic, some apathy, and some 
excitement among faculty who will be impacted, 
but overall it will mostly work out.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Ivy Plus Libraries Confederation (https://ivpluslibraries.org/) is a voluntary union of 13 sovereign academic libraries: Brown University, the University of Chicago, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Duke University, Harvard University, Johns Hopkins University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University of Pennsylvania, Princeton University, Stanford University, and Yale University.Yale does not have an institutional OA policy for authors. In the IPLC there is a mix: some have clear and well established policies (Harvard has the oldest most well-known (and duplicated) policy), some institutions encourage their faculty to publish OA and show general support for OA, and a couple of institutions do not have a policy.Yale and several IPLC institutions have open access agreements with publishers that either cover the entire article publishing fee or offer fee discounts.In recent years, there has been increased conversation at Yale and within the IPLC to help authors to make their work openly available. IPLC established a Scholarly Communications Group as a tenet under their strategic priority of "Collaborative Leadership to Change the Scholarly Communication System." Leadership at IPLC has been very engaged in discussions about the Nelson Memo and in supporting Green OA. Individual institutions are providing support for the Center for Open Science’s OSF Preprint Server. Most IPLC members also maintain institutional repositories or digital publishing platforms.Utilizing the federal purpose license would provide additional support to the efforts of IPLC institutions and others and will help achieve the goals the Nelson Memo and the federal agencies want to reach.



Maurice York
Big Ten Academic Alliance

Are authors publishing OA already? 

Does your Institution have an OA 
policy? 

How concerned are you about your 
authors’ ability to confidently comply 
with a zero embargo deposit 
requirement for federally funded 
research?



 

http://www.btaa.org/library
mailto:maurice.york@btaa.org
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Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please see the appendix of the final report for an edited list of questions asked during the event.



Concluding remarks

Günter Waibel, California Digital Library

Dave Hansen, Authors Alliance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To ensure that others can benefit from the insights generated through this event, and that we have lasting impact beyond the webinar, we have created a statement that distills the consensus of the organizers, sponsors and speakers of today’s event. And we’d now like to ask all of you to consider signing this statement as well. Ultimately, we hope that the level of signatories we receive will showcase the breadth of our community consensus on the issues we’ve discussed today.
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